
Appraisal Data Study
Developing a tool to assist counties in focusing their reappraisal work on the 

areas that will produce the greatest return.



Local Government Division

 The Local Government Division provides support and 

services to the counties and municipalities of North 

Carolina as well as taxpayers concerning taxes 

collected locally by the counties and municipalities.



Don’t I have enough to do?



Why do it?

We have limited resources so we need to focus our 

attention on the critical issues

We still have to provide accurate and equitable 

valuations

 This basic process can help focus our efforts on areas 

that need more attention

 The process can help document the need for additional 

resources

 The process can also provide evidence that the County 

has followed best practice in their reappraisal

We all have data that needs to be cleaned



NCDOR Documents

 Reappraisal Standards Dates.xlsx

 Indicates the deadlines that each County should meet for their documentation

 Guidelines on Reappraisal Type.docx

 Provides the minimum standards the County should follow based on the results of 

the study

 Sample Size Per Improved Parcels (Forsyth 2021).xlsx

 Identifies the parcel counts for the County and identifies the random sample size

 Standards Data Measures (Forsyth 2021).xlsx

 Provides the basic format to be used in reporting to the NCDOR

 Reappraisal plan DOR model_2.xlsx

 Provides the format for a Reappraisal Plan to be submitted to the NCDOR



Reappraisal Standards Dates (Forsyth 2021).xlsx



Recommendations on Review of County Data Accuracy



Sample Size Per Improved Parcels (Forsyth 2021).xlsx



Standards Data Measures (Forsyth 2021).xlsx



Where to begin?
 Denali CAMA did not have a query that provided the necessary data to 

populate a query with the specific information needed

 A request was made of the vendor, Farragut Systems, to provide a pipe (|) 

delimited text file that contained all improved parcels that were active in 

the 2018 tax year at the time the file was created.  The following fields were 

included:

 Parcel_Number, Retired_Date, Num_Bldgs, Orig_SQFT, New_SQFT, Percent_Diff, 

Value_Approach, Open_Permit, MAS_FRAME, Num_Stories, Basement, 

Basement_Area, Attic, Attic_Area, Plumb_Fix, Refinements, Res_Additions, 

Res_Misc_Imp, Grade, Res_Condition, Res_Effective_Year, Res_Econ_Obs, 

Res_Func_Obs, Res_Empty_Field1, Res_Empty_Field2, Res_Empty_Field3, 

Res_Empty_Field4, Res_Empty_Field5, Occupancy, Class_Qual, Num_Stories, 

Story_Height, Perimeter, Heat, Sprinkler, Refinements, Com_Additions, 

Com_Misc_Imp, Com_Condition, Com_Effective_Year, Com_Econ_Obs, 

Com_Func_Obs, Com_Empty_Field1, Com_Empty_Field2, Com_Empty_Field3, 

Com_Empty_Field4, Com_Empty_Field5



The Data



Using Access to Generate a Random Number

https://www.techonthenet.com/access/functions/numeric/rnd.php



Sample Data with a Random Number Added



Pulling the Sample by Query



The Results



In Excel

https://exceljet.net/formula/random-number-between-two-numbers



The Final Report



In the end…

…we all want our 
data cleaned up!


